Thirty-Fifth Meeting of the Parties to the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer
Nairobi, 23–27 October 2023
Item 3 (a) of the provisional agenda for the preparatory segment*

Administrative matters: budget of the Trust Fund for the Montreal Protocol and financial reports

Proposed budgets for 2024 and 2025 of the Trust Fund for the Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer

Note by the Secretariat

Corrigendum

   The entry for budget line 1100, cost category “Employee salaries, allowances, and benefits”, should read 1 759 500

2. Annex I, table, column headed “2024”, subcolumn headed “Recommended”
   The entry for budget line 1100, cost category “Employee salaries, allowances, and benefits”, should read 1 759 500